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Treated in this paper is the problem of estimating with squared error loss 
the generalized variance 1 X 1 from a Wishart random matrix S: p x p N 
WJn, C) and an independent normal random matrix X: p x k - N(t, Z @ Ik) 
with &p x k) unknown. Denote the columns of X by Xo) ,..., Xu) and set 
$‘O’(S, X) = {(n - p + 2)!/(n + 2)!} 1 S I, +V)(S, X) = min[#‘-r’(S, X), 
{(n - p + i + 2)!/(n + i + 2)!) I S + -J&) Xil, + ... + Xc*) Xl*, I] and 
$“‘(S, X) = min[~~“)(S, X), {(n - p + i + 2)!/(n + i + 2)!}1 S + 
&a -ql, + *.. + Xfij Xii, I], i = l,..., k. Our result is that the minimax, best 
affine equivariant estimator $‘s’(S, X) is dominated by each of $“‘(S, X), 
i = l,..., k and for every i, #*)(S, X) is better than I,U-r)(S, X). In particular, 
VW, X) = min[{(n - p + 2)!/(n + 2)!} I S I, {(n - p + 3)!/(n + 3)!} I S f 
x,,,x;,,l,...,‘I(n - P + k + W/b + k -I- 31) I S + x(,)x;,, + ... + X(YJX;~JI 
dominates all other $‘s. It is obtained by considering a multivariate extension of 
Stein’s result (Am. Inst. Statist. Math. 16, 155-l 60 (1964)) on the estimation of 
the normal variance. 
1. INTRODUCTION AND SUMMARY 
Let us consider the problem of estimating the generalized variance 1 2 1 from 
a Wishart random matrix S: p x p N WJn, Z) and an independent normal 
random matrix X: p x 12 N N(f, 2 @ Ik) with 6 unknown. We assume that 2 is 
known to be positive definite (so 1 Z j > 0) and the loss function is quadratic 
L{$(S, X); Z5) = I JY I”W, Xl - I .z I>” 
though similar results will obtain for the fairly large class of “bowl-shaped” loss 
functions introduced in Brown [3]. 
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As has been noted by Shorrock and Zidek [7], the above problem remains 
invariant under the full affine group G acting on the space of p x K matrices as 
X+AX+B, [-+Af+B, S+ASA’, Z+AZA’ (1.2) 
where A is any nonsingular p x p matrix and B is any p x k matrix, and any 
affine equivariant estimator must be of the form 
W) = c I s I (1.3) 
where c is a constant. The best choice of the constant c that makes the constant 
risk of 4(S) a minimum is 
co =(n-p+2)!&+2)! (1.4) 
resulting in the best affine equivariant estimator. as co 1 S 1. Selliah [6] proved that 
this estimator is minimax relative to the class of all estimators that depend on S 
alone. We do not know the admissibility of this estimator relative to this class. 
However, Stein [9] showed for the case p = 1 (I ,JC 1 = us) that the usual estimator 
c,, I S I of the variance is not admissible relative to the class of all estimators based 
on the sufficient statistic (X, S) by proving that c, ] S 1 is dominated by a 
“testimator” that uses X as well as S and which is based on a preliminary test of 
significance about the unknown mean. Later, Brewster [1] obtained a sequential 
version of Stein’s variance estimator and proposed alternative estimators which 
are based on sequences of tests and each of which dominates the usual estimator. 
For the case p > 1 and k arbitrary, recently Shorrock and Zidek [7] proved the 
inadmissibility of the best affine equivariant estimator c, 1 S 1 by showing that the 
estimator 
4(X, S) = min[{(n - P + 2)!l(n + 2)!1 I S I, 
{(n -P + k + 2)!/(n + k + WI I S + Xx’ II (1.5) 
has uniformly smaller risk than co 1 S /. Their method of proof, although 
interesting and exploits zonal polynomials, is rather complicated and does not 
admit of an easy extension. 
Our object in this paper is to provide an alternative simpler proof of this fact 
(Section 2) and to establish multivariate analog of Brewster’s sequential version 
(Section 3). Specifically, denoting the columns of X by X(r) ,..., Xu.) and setting 
4J0’(& x> = {(n -P + W(n + 2)W s I> 
#ti’(S, X) = min[#+l’(S, X), {(n - p + i + 2)!/(n + i + 2)!} 
x I s + XwqI, + *** + &-qi) II 
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and 
$ci)(S, X) = miQco)(S, X), {(n - p + i + 2)!/(n + i + 2)!} 
x I s + &1,-G, + *** + x,*,-q,, I], 2. = l,..., K, 
it is proved that for every i, $u)(S, X) is better than z,UO)(S, X) and I,W(S, X) is 
better than @“-l)(S, X). In particular, then, +W(S, X) dominates all other ~4’s. 
In passing, we also prove a conjecture in Shorrock and Zidek [7]. 
The estimator +(X, S) in (1 S), as noted and explained by Shorrock and Zidek 
[7], can be interpreted as a “testimator” in the sense that the decision whether 
to use (multiples of) 1 S ] or 1 S + Xx’ I as an estimator of 12 1 rests on a 
preliminary test of the hypothesis Ho: 6 = 0. It is, therefore, apparent that the 
gains obtained by using 4(X, S) instead of co I S 1 will be appreciable if the 
“preliminary guess, 5 =, 0” is close to the true value of 5. This suggests the use 
of a sequence of tests depending on what preliminary guesses are available for 
the coordinates of [ and the estimators $u)(S, X), I,W(S, X) proposed above are 
testimators based on particular sequences of tests. 
2. A CLASS OF SUPERIOR ALTERNATIVES TO co j S ( 
Given that 
S N W,,(i, 2) independent of X N N(t, E @ IJ, 
5 unknown, the problemis to estimate 1 JY 1 w;+h loss measured by 
(2.1) 
W-F s>; -c 0 = I I= I”MX q - I JY I}“. (2.2) 
Since the problem, as already noted, is invariant under the full affine group G 
whose action is displayed against (1.2) and co 1 S ] is, in fact, the best affine 
estimator under G, following Stein’s [9] suggestion, we look for a better estimator 
in the class of estimators equivariant under a nonnormal subgroup H obtained 
from’G by putting B = 0. Following,arguments as in Shorrock and Zidek [7], it 
is easily seen that under the action described by 
X+AX, [+Af, S+ASA’, .Z+AZA’, IZJ-+IA121Z(, (2.3) 
where A is any nonsingular p x p real matrix, the equivariant estimators can be 
represented as those functions +(X, S) satisfying 
r$(X, S) = $b(xlS-1X) 1 s 1 (2.4) 
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for some function I,L The risk function Rd of any equivariant estimator, therefore, 
takes the form 
= &&[{~(x*‘s*-1x*) ( s* 1 - 1}2] 
where S* = ASA’ - WJn, I,), X* = AX - N([*, I, @ Ik), t* = A[ and 
A(p x p) satisfies ACA’ = I, . We thus see that it suffices to consider the 
case .Z = I, in which case the risk. h$ depends on f alone. Writing, then, X* as 
X and S* as S, it follows that the risk Rd has the representation 
Rj = 4,1,[4,,,{I S I #(x’S-lx) - 11” I X’S-‘xl (2.6) 
where the inner, conditional expectation is for specified X’SrX = t (say) and 
the outer expectation is with respect, to X’S-lx. Therefore, it follows that the 
best choice of the function #(t) for any specified t (K x li matrix) is given by 
(2.7) 
The rest of this section is devoted to proving that 
#&> d II,+tl(n~-p+k+2)!l(n-tk~+2)! whatever 5. (2.8) 
In view of the fact that E~:,,[{] S ] #(d) - l}” I t] is a strictly bowlshaped (in fact, 
convex) function of z)(t), tt follows that defining 
#*(t> = min[#(t), I Ik + t I (n -P + k + 2)!/(n + k + 2)!1, 
%rJ{I s I 9*(t) - 112 I, tl G %,[{I s I w - 11” I “I, (2.9) 
for all t and hence 
(2.10) 
where $(X, S) = ) S I $(X’WX) and 
i*(X, S) = 1 S I min[#(X’S-lx), I Ik + X’SlX I(n -p + k + 2)!/(n + k + 2)!]. 
Since +* # I$ holds with positive probability, it follows that the inequality (2.10) 
is strict for some 6, 2. Finally, since 1 S I I Ik + X’S-1X I = I S + XX’ j, we 
have proved the following itheorem. 
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THEOREM. Any estinator of the form 4(X, S) = t,b(X’S-lx) / S 1 is dominuted 
by the estimator 
4*(X, S) = min[&X, S), {(n -p + k + 2)!/(n + K + 2)!} * 1 S + XX’ I]. 
Proof of (2.8). We have S: p x p .- WJn, I=) independent of X: p x K N 
iV(t, I, @ Ik), 5 unknown. Let W be a p x p nonsingular matrix such that 
S = WW’. The distribution of W with respect to the Lebesgue measure dW is 
given by (Karlin [5]) 
g(w) = const 1 WW’ 1 (n-p)/2 exp{ -4 tr ww’} (2.11) 
and the distribution of X with respect to the Lebesgue measure dX is given by 
h(x) = const exp{-4 tr(x - 6)(x - 6)‘). (2.12) 
Making the transformation U(p x A) = W-lx and noting that the Jacobian 
of the transformation is ) W Jk, it follows that the joint density of U and W is 
given by 
p(U, w) = COnSt 1 ww’ j(n--p+k)P exp[-i$ tr ~(1, + 24~‘)~ - 2~f#]. (2.i3) 
Since I, + Uu’ is p.d., there exists a nonsingular p x p matrix Q(U) such that 
88’ = I, + UU’. Mak ing the transformation W* = WQ, the joint density of 
W* and U is given by 
p(u, w*) = const 1 w*w*’ I(n-l)+k)/z 1 I, + uu’ l-((n+k)P) 
x exp[-4 tr(w*w*’ - 2w*Q-L5’)]. (2.14) 
Observing that S = WW’, X’SIX = U’U and I I, + Uu’ I = [ Ik + U’U I, 
it follows that &(t) is equivalent to 
W) = J%,{I ww I I u’u = t}/Ef&{l WV 12 1 u’u = t} (2.15) 
= ( Ik + t I - Er,,p{j W*W*’ ( 1 u’u = t}/EC,I,{j W*W*’ I2 1 i/u’= t} 
and hence it suffices to prove 
&,{I W*W*’ I I u’W,,rp{l W*W*’ I2 I ~‘4 
,< (n - p + k + 2>!/(n + k + 2>! (2.16) 
whatever 5‘ and u. 
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Now, from (2.14), the joint distribution of W* and U’U is obtained as 
PV! u’u) = const ) w*w*’ 1(*-9+k)/2 1 I, + ufu I-((n+kl/zb 
exp[-+ tr(w*w*‘- 
and hence, applying Fubini’s theorem, the left-hand side of (2.16) can be 
expressed as 
-(u’,=,,,t [~w*,,~’ ’ CO J * *‘Iccn-9+k)/2)+lexp{-~ tr( w*w*‘-2w*Q-4[‘)} dw’] du 
Jiruscon~tj NJ*&~~ ’ 
~*~*‘l((~--p+~)/2)+2exp(-.$ tr( ~~“~“‘-2o~“Q-lu~‘)) dw*] du 
It is, therefore, sufficient to prove 
(2.18) 
I &ED2 1 ww’ I((n-P+k)/2)+1 exp{-4 tr(ww’ - ~wu*L~) dw <(n-P+k+q! 
1 cow’ l((n-P+k)/2)+2 exp(-4 tr(ww’ - 2wu*E’)} dw 
(n + k + 2)! 
(2.19) 
whatever u* and [. 
Exact evaluation of the integrals involved here has been made by Giri [4] for 
k = 1 and by Sinha-Giri [8] for k = 2. However, for proving (2.19), exact 
evaluation is not needed and the argument proceeds as follows. 
Writing W(P X P) as w = (W(l) , W(2) ,a*., WC,,)’ and the p x p matrix 
u*e as (7~~) ,,.., qp)), it is seen that the numerator of the left-hand side of (2.19) 
can be interpreted as the expectation of 1 WW’ I((fl-P+k)/2)+1 where Wh, ,..., WtB) 
are independent normal p-vector with the mean vectors q(i) ,..., q(*l respectively 
and with the common dispersion matrix I, . A similar interpretation obtains for 
the denominator also. If  we then write WW’ = ( W;i, W(n); , we have 
where 
A f = I, - (Wci+1, --- W(P)> Kw~,,wu~,)~11” wcr+1, *.* W(P))‘, 
i = l,...,p - 1 (2.21) 
and A, =I,. Since Ai is idempotent and of rank i, it follows that for every 
i=l ,..., p - 1, given WQ+~~ ,..., WC%) , W&A, Wtt, has a noncentral 2 distribu- 
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tion with id.f. and with the noncentrality parameter A:$, = r];,,&(,l . Also, 
w;,, W(P) - ~~*(&a). It is then easy to verify that for any Y > 0 
-&,[(Wii,~iW(i,)f I W(i+1) ,-**> WC,,1 
< (2~ + 9-l EA,,,[(W{i)AtW(,))“’ I WG+~) ,..., Wd, whatever h(i) , (2.22) 
i = l,...,p - 1; also EA,p,(W~P,W~lp))r < (2~ + p)-1En(,)(~~~,W~,))7+1. Therefore, 
for any r > 0, 
Since for 
~~,,,~(w;l)~lw(l,)7+’ I W(2) >* *t whd 
= (2~ + 1)-l *.* (2~ +p)-1 &,{I WW’ Ir+l}, whatever r]. (2.23) 
Y=(“-p+k)/2+1,(2Y+1)-1***(2Y+p)-’ 
=(n-p+k+2)!/(n+k+2)!, 
(2.19) follows and hence (2.8). Q.E.D. 
Since, in the above, K is arbitrary, the following corollary follows at once. 
COROLLARY 1. FOr i!WWJ’i = I,..., k, I,!N(S, X) dominates the uskzl-estimator 
tpys, X). 
Moreover, the above proof admits or the interpretation of the right-hand side 
of (2.8) as +o(t). S ince, then, fixing X’S-lX implies fixing the roots A(S, X) of the 
equation ] XX’ - X(S + XX’)] = 0, (2.8) can be written as 
SUPWf,l, I s + xx’ I I M~,J~ I s + 2-X’ I2 I %I I 
= vLo.r, I s + XX’ I I W&=4& I s + XX’ I2 I 2, 
thereby proving the conjecture in Shorrock and Zidek [7]. 
(2.24) 
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3. SEQUENTIAL TESTIMATORS 
Let us partition X(p x K) as X = (Xo, ,..., X(,J) and let $(O)(S, X) = co , 
r/W(S, X) = min[$ ‘- ‘.a“(As, X), ((n -p + i + 2)!/(n + i + 2)!)1 Ii + x’i”s-lx’q, 
X(i) = (X(1) ,..., X(i)), i = l,..., k. From what has been proved in Section 2, it 
follows that for any function &X’SIX), #*(X’SIX) defined as 
$*(X’S’-lx) = min[#(X’WX), 1 Ik + X’S-lX 1 (n - p -I- k f 2) !/(n f k f 2) !] 
(3.1) 
satisfies 
whatever [, Z: (3.2) 
Since the +function is arbitrary and for every i = l,..., k, X(i)‘S-lX(i) is a 
submatrix of X’Slx, taking, in particular, #(XClx) = $P-l)(S, X), it follows 
that 
= min[$(k-l’(S, X) ) S I, 1 S + XX’ I (n - p + k + 2)!/(n + k + 2)!] 
(3.3) 
dominates $(k-l)(S, X) 1 S I. S ince k is arbitrary, the following corollary is 
immediate. 
COROLLARY 2. For every i = I,..., k, 
I$~[[ L’ I-“{,W(S, X) - I Z I}“] < E&l z I-2@‘i-1’(S, XI - I 2 I>“] 
for all 5‘, L’ with strict inequality for some 4,L’. In particular, 
#(k)(S, X) = min[((n - p + 2)!/(n + 2)!} I S I, 
{(n -P + 3)W + 3N I s + X(,,-qI, I,..., 
{(n -P + k + 2)!/(n + k + 2)!) I S + Xx’ II 
dominates all other #‘s. 
Remark. Since f is arbitrary, it trivially follotis that our results hold with X 
resplaced by X - to for any arbitrary p x k matrix to . 
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